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Easily straightens

and creates waves

The Philips KeraShine "Tulip" makes it easy to straighten and create loose waves.

The unique Tulip shape and keratin-infused styling plates allow you to achieve the

beautiful styles you desire with less risk of hair damage.

Beautifully styled hair

Uniquely designed for straightening or creating loose waves

Smooth styling with Keratin infused ceramic plates

Professional styling temperature

Ease of use

Automatic clip to create loose waves

Protects against accidental burns

Slim handle and small size designed for Indian consumers.

Ready to style in 30 seconds



KeraShine high performance styler BHH777/20

Highlights Specifications

Tulip shape

The Tulip styler has a unique, innovative

shape where you can easily create straight hair

or waves, even at the back of your head.

Clip and create waves

The styler allows you to clip and create waves

in one easy motion. Automatically clip your

hair, rotate the device, and pull downward to

easily create loose waves.

Heat safe design

The styling plates are protected by the outer

housing and innovative design of the styler.

This significantly reduces the risk of burns

during your styling routine.

Light and compact

The styler has been designed to be light,

comfortable to use, and compact. Its slim

handle and small size makes it perfect to carry

around, and has been designed for Indian

consumers.

Keratin ceramic coating

The keratin infused ceramic plates ensure

smooth and easy styling for shiny and soft hair.

200°C styling temperature

A professional temperature of 200°C

guarantees salon-quality results even on thick

hair

Rapid heat-up time

The Tulip styler rapidly heats up and is ready

to style within 30 seconds.

 

Technical specifications

Temperature: 200 °C

Plate size: 20X70

Cord length: 1.8 m

Heat-up time: 30 sec

Heater type: PTC

Voltage: 110-240 V

Frequency: 50-60 Hz

Features

Unique Tulip shape

Heat safe design

Light and compact

Clip and create waves

Keratin ceramic coating

Service

2-year worldwide guarantee
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